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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Bilingualism is an integral product of globalization and social mobility.

Bloomfield, (1933) defined bilingualism as "native like control of two languages".

India has been a multilingual country right from the earliest times and now English

bilingualism has become an integral part of India's global consciousness. Individuals

thinking have been changed from the past, i.e. speaking in English is considered to be

a prestigious issue in the society as well as at home. So, irrespective of culture and

religion, people tend to communicate more in English than their mother tongue and

children are exposed to English from the time of birth. This results in rapid growth in

the incidence of bilingual population.

Researchers classify bilinguals depends on age of acquisition as simultaneous

and successive. Mc Laughlin, (1978) set up an age criterion which was adopted by

many scholars, that acquisition of two languages before the age of 3 is referred as

simultaneous acquisition whereas introduction of second language after the age of 3 is

termed as successive acquisition.

Bilingual acquisition is a complex phenomenon. Monolingual children usually

learn language from parents. But bilingual children may learn languages not only

from parents but also from grandparents, playmates, babysitters and others. Bridges of

communication between two individuals or groups are established through verbal

and/or non-verbal means. When two individuals speaking two different languages

come into contact with one another, communication between them is carried on either
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through one or both of these languages and/ or through a third language, keeping each

of these languages apart and distinct, or using a code, mixing items of these

languages. This is called as bilingual context.

Interference may be viewed as the transference of elements of one language

to another at various levels including phonological, grammatical, lexical and

orthographical (Berthold, Mangubhai & Batorowicz, 1997). Crystal (1987) suggests

that code, or language, switching occurs when an individual who is bilingual

alternates between the two languages during his/her speech with another bilingual

person. Code mixing and code switching are phenomena which occur because of the

interaction of two or more languages. Code mixing has been described as

intrasentential, code switching as intersentential mixing (Ritchie & Bhatia,

1996).Code switching is the alternative use by bilinguals of 2 or more languages in

the same conversation & requires a greater deal of linguistic competence (Milroy &

Muysken, 1995).

NEED FOR THE STUDY:

• In spite of being a multilingual country, only limited studies have been

carried out on code mixing & switching in children. There is a dearth

of literature on code mixing and code switching in bilingual children.

• When two individuals speaking two different languages come into

contact with one another, communication between them is carried on

either through one or both of these languages, and/ or using a code

mixing items of these languages. This behavior is seen in children too

in the context of exposure to two languages from birth (Simultaneous).
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• Only limited studies are there which investigates code mixing pattern

in bilingual children who are exposed to the second language

(successive) when they enter the formal educational system. But not

much is known about the code-switching patterns of these bilingual

children

• So, the present study attempted to compare the code mixing and

switching in simultaneous Vs successive bilingual children and also

explore the difference in their processing abilities in both the

languages.

AIMS OF THE STUDY:

• Comparison of type and extent of code mixing and code switching in

simultaneous and successive bilingual children

• Investigation into similarities and differences between code mixing and

code switching seen in simultaneous and successive bilingual children

• To describe in detail the type and level of code mixing and code

switching evidenced in simultaneous and successive bilingual children

using matrix language frame model (Myers-Scotton, 1993) and

Perecman's (Perecman, 1984) levels of code mixing and code

switching

• Comparison of effects of contexts (monolingual Kannada, monolingual

English and bilingual) on code mixing and code switching.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

An attempt is made here to review the literature pertaining to code mixing and

code switching in simultaneous and successive bilingual children and related topics.

The literature is reviewed under the following headings.

• Defining Bilingualism

• Types of Bilingualism

• Nature of Bilingualism

• Code mixing and Code switching in children

• Code mixing and Code switching in simultaneous and

successive bilingual children.

Defining Bilingualism:

Bilingualism is an integral product of globalization and social mobility. The

phenomenon is so widely prevalent and multifaceted that it is, indeed, very difficult to

define bilingualism in a manner covering all aspects. One could, however,

characterize the phenomenon in a more or less comprehensive manner.

An individual's knowledge of more than one language may be viewed from the

point of his/ her proficiency in each language skills, various linguistic components,

and uses to which each language is put and the contexts that control the choice and

use of each of these languages. Thirumalai and Chengappa, 1986 have given below a

list of concepts that are generally found in literature when a definition of bilingualism

is attempted.
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i) If language is the property of the group, bilingualism is the property of the

individual.

ii) An individual's use of two languages supposes the existence of two

different language communities; it need not necessarily suppose the

existence of a bilingual community.

iii) Bilingualism is not a phenomenon of language. It is a characteristic of its

use.

iv) Bilingualism has been widely viewed as the equal mastery of two

languages. Bloomfield, (1933) defined bilingualism as "native like control

of two languages". Haugen, (1953) defined as the ability to produce

complete meaningful utterances in the other language. Diebold, (1961)

defined as including simply passive knowledge of the written language or

any contact with a second language and the ability to use it in the

environment of the native language. Macnamara, (1967) defined as the

possession even to a minimal degree of any one language skill (speaking,

writing, listening and reading and their various complexities).

v) Bilingualism is also viewed as including the various stages of incipient

bilingualism, such as the ability to give lexical equivalents, the change

from one language to the other. It involves also the question of

interference: to what extent does a bilingual keep his languages apart or

fuse them together, and how does one language influence his use of the

other and under what conditions. Thus, bilingualism is defined as a

behavioral pattern of mutually modifying linguistic practices, varying in

degree, function, alternation and interference (Mackey, 1970).
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vi) Bilingualism is viewed as contact between cultures and social groups.

Viewed this manner, bilingualism is defined as the ability, on the part of

the individual, to express himself in a second language, adhering faithfully

to the concepts and structures which are appropriate to this purpose,

instead of paraphrasing something expressed in his native language.

Types of bilingualism:

India has been a multilingual country right from the earliest times and now

English bilingualism has become an integral part of India's global consciousness.

Individuals thinking have been changed from the past, i.e. speaking in English is

considered to be a prestigious issue in the society as well as at home. So, irrespective

of culture and religion, people tend to communicate more in English than their mother

tongue and children are exposed to English from the time of birth. This results in

rapid growth in the incidence of bilingual population.

Researchers classify bilinguals in different ways. Few types of bilinguals are as

follows:

1. Compound Vs Coordinate bilinguals: (Weinreich, 1953; Ervin & Osgood, 1954)

Compound: Has one semantic system but two linguistic codes. Usually refers to

someone whose two languages are learnt at the same time, often in the same context.

Coordinate: Has two semantic systems and two linguistic codes. Usually refers to

someone whose two languages are learnt in distinctively separate contexts.

Subordinate: The weaker the language is interpreted through the stronger language.
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2. Early Vs Late bilinguals: (Lambert 1985):

Early: Someone who has acquired two languages early in childhood (usually got

systematic training/learning of a second language before age 6).

Late: Someone who has become a bilingual later than childhood (after age 12).

3. Balanced Vs Dominant bilinguals: (Romaine, 1995).

Balanced: Someone, whose mastery of two languages is roughly equivalent.

Dominant: Someone with greater proficiency in one of his or her languages and uses

it significantly more than the other language.

Semilingual: Someone with insufficient knowledge of either language.

4. Successive Vs Simultaneous: (McLaughlin, 1984)

Successive: Learning one language after already knowing another. This is the

situation for all those who become bilingual as adults, as well as for many who

became bilingual early in life.

Simultaneous: Learning two languages as "first languages". That is, person who is a

simultaneous bilingual goes from speaking no languages at all directly to speaking

two languages. Infants who are exposed to two languages from birth will become

simultaneous bilinguals.

Mc Laughlin, (1978) set up an age criterion which was adopted by many scholars, that

acquisition of two languages before the age of 3 is referred as simultaneous

acquisition whereas introduction of second language after the age of 3 is termed as

successive acquisition.
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5. Additive Vs Subtractive bilinguals: (Lambert, 1985)

Additive: The learning of a second language does not interfere with the learning of a

first language. Both languages are well developed.

Subtractive: The learning of a second language interferes with the learning of a first

language. The second language replaces the first language.

6. Elite Vs Folk Bilinguals: (Skutnabb-Kangas, 1981)

Elite: Individuals who choose to have a bilingual home, often in order to enhance

social status

Folk: Individuals who develop second language capacity under circumstances that is

not often of their own choosing and in conditions where the society does not value

their native language.

Bilingual acquisition is a complex phenomenon. Monolingual children usually

learn language from parents. But bilingual children may learn languages not only

from parents but also from grandparents, playmates, babysitters, childcare/day care

workers, school teachers, neighbors and TV. Their exposure to languages fluctuates

over time and situation/ environment. Childhood bilingualism is poorly understood by

many and regarded with skepticism by others.

Code mixing and Code switching:

Bridges of communication between two individuals or groups are established

through verbal and/or non-verbal means. When two individuals speaking two

different languages come into contact with one another, communication between them

is carried on either through one or both of these languages and/ or through a third
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language, keeping each of these languages apart and distinct, or using a code, mixing

items of these languages. This is called as bilingual context.

Interference may be viewed as the transference of elements of one language to

another at various levels including phonological, grammatical, lexical and

orthographical (Berthold, Mangubhai & Batorowicz, 1997). Berthold et al (1997)

define phonological interference as items including foreign accent such as stress,

rhyme, intonation and speech sounds from the first language influencing the second.

Grammatical interference is defined as the first language influencing the second in

terms of word order, use of pronouns and determinants, tense and mood. Interference

at a lexical level provides for the borrowing of words from one language and

converting them to sound more natural in another and orthographic interference

includes the spelling of one language altering another.

Crystal (1987) suggests that code, or language, switching occurs when an

individual who is bilingual alternates between two languages during his/her speech

with another bilingual person. Mangubhai and Bartorowicz (1997, pg 2.13)

supplement the definition of code switching thus far with the notion that it occurs

where 'speakers change from one language to another in the midst of their

conversations'. Code switching allows a speaker to convey attitude and other emotive

using a method available to those who are bilingual and again serves to advantage the

speaker, much like holding or underlining in a text document to emphasize points.

Utilizing the second language, then, allows speakers to increase the impact of their

speech and use it in an effective manner.
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To ensure the effective use of code switching there are however two main

restrictions, as developed by Poplack (1980), cited in Cook (1991). The first of these

is the free morpheme constraint. This constraint suggests that a 'speaker may not

switch language between a word and its endings unless the word is pronounced as if it

were in the language of the ending' (Cook, 1991, pg 65). The second constraint is

referred to as the equivalence constraint. This constraint is characterized by the notion

that 'the switch can come at a point in the sentence where it does not violate the

grammar of either language' (Cook, 1991, pg 65).

Switching languages during a conversation may be disruptive to the listener

when the speaker switches due to an inability to express her/himself; it does provide

an opportunity for language development. As may be derived from discussion above,

language development takes place through samples of language which are appropriate

and code switching may be signaling the need for provision of appropriate samples.

The listener, in this case, is able to provide translation into the second language thus

providing learning and developing activity. This, in turn, will allow for a reduced

amount of switching and less subsequent interference as time progresses. These

principles may also be applied in the second language classroom.

Cook (1991) asserts that code switching may be integrated into the activities

used for the teaching of a second language. He describes the Institute of Linguistics'

examinations in Languages for International Communication test as one which

utilizes code switching. At beginner's level, students may use the second language for

obtaining information from material such as a travel brochure or a phone message to

answer comprehension questions in the first language. At advanced stages, the student
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may be required to research a topic and provide a report in the first language. This

approach is one which uses code switching as a foundation for the development of a

second language learner who can stand between the two languages and use whichever

is most appropriate to the situation rather than becoming an imitation native speaker

(Cook, 1991).

Code switching may be viewed as an extension to language for bilingual

speakers rather than interference and from other perspectives it may be viewed as

interference, depending on the situation and context in which it occurs. This

conclusion is drawn from the notions that switching occurs when a speaker needs to

compensate for some difficulty, express solidarity, convey an attitude or show social

respect (Crystal, 1987; Berthold, Mangubhai and Bartorowicz, 1997). Code switching

may facilitate language development as a mechanism for providing language samples

and may also be utilized as a teaching method for teaching second languages (Cook,

1989; 1991). Again, scope for code switching to cause interference in a language

exists if it is not utilized carefully as a teaching method. It may be concluded then,

that when code switching is to compensate for a language difficulty it may be viewed

as interference and when it is used as a socio-linguistic tool, it should not.

In bilingual children:

The alternate use of two languages in the same utterance or conversation

begins early in bilingual children. However, it is different from adult code-switching

in a number of ways, and recent research has started to isolate these differences.

McClure, (1977) observed different kinds of code-switching behavior in Mexican-

American bilingual children, depending on their age. Young bilinguals tended to
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code-mix more, that is, to insert single items from one language into the other. These

tended to be nouns and, to a lesser degree, adjectives, and to be English words in a

Spanish utterance. On the older hand, bilingual children over the age of nine code-

changed, that is, switched languages for at least a phrase or a sentence, as often as

they code mixed.

Code-switching, therefore, occurs early in children but at first is used mainly

to express a word or an expression that is not immediately accessible in the other

language. With time it is used as a verbal or communicative strategy and ultimately as

a marker of group membership.

Genesee, Nicoladis and Paradis (1994) examined language differentiation in

five bilingual children prior to the emergence of functional categories. They were

observed with each parent separately and both together, on separate occasions. The

results indicate that while these children did code mix, they were able to differentiate

between their two languages. The authors also examined the possibility of children's

mixing due to a) language dominance, and b) parent's rate of mixing. They found that

language dominance did play some role but there was no evidence of mixing due to

parental input.

Simultaneous bilinguals:

Much of the information about simultaneous acquisition has come from diaries

kept by parents who brought up their child bilingually, most often with one person-

one language strategy. One of the best-known and best documented case studies is

that by Leopold (1970) who studied his daughter. The results about the aspects of her
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daughter's development of the two languages were found repeatedly in bilingual

children: the initial mixed language stage; the slow separation of the two language

systems and increasing awareness of bilingualism; the influence of one language on

the other when the linguistic environment favored one language; the avoidance of

difficult words and constructions in the weaker languages; the rapid shift from one

language dominance to the other when the environment changes; the final separation

of the sound and grammatical systems but the enduring influence of the dominant

language on the other in the domain of vocabulary and idioms.

Bergman (1976) and Padilla and Liebman (1975), studied the children who

acquired two languages simultaneously and pointed to the fact that they have studied

produced very few mixed utterances. Also, their sound systems appeared to be

differentiated from the onset of language.

Lanza (1991) investigated Siri's language mixing who was two-year old

bilingual, acquired Norwegian and English simultaneously in Norway. An

investigation into the formal aspects of the child's mixing revealed that the child did

differentiate her language use in contextually sensitive ways and hence she could code

switch. The results also indicated that there was no qualitative difference between

Siri's language mixing and that of older bilinguals.

Thirumalai and Chengappa (1986) examined code mixing and code switching

in a 3 yr old girl who acquired Kannada and Kodava simultaneously. They identified

that code mixing results from inadequate mastery and the occurrence of code

switching presupposes the conscious separation of the two languages of exposure.
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Successive bilinguals:

Not all bilingual children acquire their two languages in a simultaneous or

quasi-simultaneous manner. In fact, most are members of linguistic minorities who

acquire their first language in the home and immediate community and their second

language when they enter school.

Milon (1974) observed that a seven-year-old Japanese child acquiring the

English negation progressed through the same developmental stages as English-

speaking children and did not transfer the Japanese negation system into English.

Mulford and Hecht (1979) reported that the phonological development of

English by Steinar, a six year-old native speaker of Icelandic, could not be accounted

for by either the transfer position or the developmental position alone; it was best

explained by a systematic interaction between the two types. First he mastered the

sounds which were common to both languages and later did he master sounds not

present in Icelandic and those involving some phonetic or allophonic adjustment of

Icelandic phonemes. Mulford and Hecht (1979) concluded that their subject

developed English phonology which was best accounted for by both transfer and

developmental factors
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CHAPTER III

METHOD

Subjects:

Twenty children in the age range of 4-8 yrs who being native speakers of

Kannada who also acquired English were grouped into two groups (simultaneous and

successive) based on their age of language acquisition of both the languages

Criteria for subject selection:

• 4-8 yrs subjects who acquired English & Kannada at the same time

(before 3 yrs) with mid/high socio economic status were considered

into Simultaneous bilingual children group.

• 4-8 yrs subjects who acquired Kannada first and acquired English after

3 yrs with mid/high socio economic status were considered into

Successive bilingual children group.

• All the subjects were ruled out for any language or any sensory

impairment with an informal questionnaire.

• All ethical standards were met for subject selection and their

participation.
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Test materials:

1. A questionnaire developed regarding exposure to language was used to

identify simultaneous and successive bilinguals (Appendix 1).

2. Socio economic status was checked using SES scale given by

Venketasan (2004) (Appendix 2).

3. International second language proficiency rating scale (ISLPR, Ingram

1985) was administered to check the language proficiency of the

subjects (Appendix 3).

4. Picture description task was carried out to examine code switched and

mixed utterances (Appendix 4).

5. Subject's utterances was transcribed and was analyzed using Myers-

Scotton 4M & MLF models (Appendix 5) and Perecman's levels of

code mixing and code switching (Perecman, 1984).

Test environment:

Subjects were made to sit comfortably and the testing was carried out on a

quiet environment without any distractions.

Procedure:

A questionnaire prepared (Tool 1) regarding the exposure to language was

administered to the parents or care givers of the children to identify the acquisition

pattern of the children i.e, simultaneous or successive. Socio economic status was

checked using the socio economic scale (Tool 2) given by Venketasan (2004). ISLPR,

(Ingram, 1985) (Tool 3) was used to check the subject's language proficiency in terms
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of speaking, listening, writing and reading. It was divided into primary (speaking and

listening) and secondary skills (reading and writing). The scale has 8 ratings which

includes 0,0+, 1,1,2,3,4,5 as rated from a continuum zero proficiency to native-like

proficiency.

Few pictures were taken and a pilot study was conducted to study children and

their verbal interactions. Later on a picture was selected based on the results of the

pilot study and was used for the present investigation. The subjects were asked to

describe the picture in 3 different contexts. The three different contexts were

monolingual Kannada, monolingual English and bilingual (English & Kannada)

contexts.

Transcription:

Subject's utterances were audio recorded and the utterances were transcribed

using International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA).

Analysis:

I) Qualitative analysis:

Qualitative analysis of the data was derived from the results of statistical

analysis. Statistical analysis was used to find the difference in the language

proficiency levels (primary and secondary) which was obtained from ISLPR for

Kannada and English across and within successive and simultaneous groups.

Descriptive analysis was carried out to depict the difference between the code mixing

and code switching across simultaneous and successive groups in three different

contexts.
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II) Quantitative analysis or Linguistic analysis:

a) Matrix language frame model: The recorded and transcribed sample was

subjected to linguistic analysis for the presence of code switching and code

mixing as well as the nature of code switching using Matrix language frame

model (MLF, Myers-Scotton, 1992). With modification proposed by Munoz et

al. (1999).The principle from MLF were used to identify code switched and

mixed instances. The code switched and mixed instances were compared

between simultaneous and successive groups.

MLF model analyzes code switching in terms of two interacting hierarchies

(1) the differential roles of the languages participating in code switching and (2) the

differences in patterns of occurrence of types of morphemes.

These hierarchies are the Matrix language (ML) versus Embedded language (EL)

distinction and the content versus system morpheme distinction. When code switching

occurs, the participating languages do not play equal roles. The ML constraints the

role of the other languages, called the Embedded languages. The distribution of the

ML Vs EL morphemes can be predicted using the content versus system morpheme

distinction.

Content morphemes are specified as [+ thematic role assigner/ receiver].

Prototypical thematic role assigners are mostly verbs and some prepositions.

Prototypical role receivers are nouns, although other types of morphemes can also

receive thematic roles. System morphemes neither assign nor receive thematic roles:
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they are [- thematic role assigner/ receiver]. Prototypical system morphemes are

inflections and mostly function words. The thematic role criterion applies universally,

but not necessarily with uniform results across languages.

All system morphemes in bilingual constituents come from the ML. In contrast,

the EL can provide singly occurring content elements/ full constituent called EL

islands.

Four of the constituents of the MLF model categories have their basis in the

hierarchical relationship between the ML and EL. The ML is the base language of

conversation, contributes the most system morphemes to the interaction and sets the

morphosyntactic structure of the utterance. It is expected that the system morphemes

will occur in the ML, while content morphemes can be accessed in either language.

The ML can change between utterances or clausal boundaries in single utterances.

The EL is the less active language inserted into the structure established by the ML.

The first category, ML Islands consist of utterances or clauses containing only ML

lexemes structured around the morpho syntax of the ML. The second category, ML

shifts identify changes in the ML between utterances or clauses. The EL is inserted

into the ML to form the constituents of EL islands and ML+EL. The constituents in

the third category, EL islands are multiword EL elements (comprised of atleast two

words exhibiting a hierarchical structure) which follow the syntactic structure of the

EL. The fourth category consists of ML+EL constituents which are comprised of

single EL elements inserted in the syntactic rules of the ML.
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Table 1

Definition of MLF model constituents adopted from Myers-Scotton (1992) and

modified by Munoz et al (1999).

Constituents

ML Islands

ML shifts

EL Islands

ML+EL

Borrowed

forms

EL Insertions

Revisions

Definitions

Well formed constituent consisting entirely of ML morphemes

demonstrating syntactic structure of ML

Change in ML in consecutive utterances or clausal structure

Well formed constituent consisting of atleast 2 EL morphemes

showing syntactic structure of EL which has been inserted into ML

A single EL lexeme inserted into the syntactic frame of any number

of ML morphemes

A lexeme from one language incorporated into morpho syntactic

structure of the second language and is widely accepted by the mono

linguistic speaker of that language.

Multiple EL lexemes demonstrating no syntactic structure inserted

into the syntactic frame of any number of ML morphemes.

Lexical insertions that do not contribute to the meaning of the

utterance including speech errors, restatements, circumlocutions &

are indicators of word finding problems.

Key: ML- Matrix language, EL- Embedded language.

b) Code mixing and code switching across groups:

Subject's utterances were transcribed and classified as code mixing and code

switching. Code mixing has been described as intrasentential, code switching as
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intersentential mixing (Ritchie & Bhatia, 1996). Number of code mixing and code

switching was calculated for each child in both the groups for different contexts and

compared. The total number of code mixing and code switching exhibited by two

groups (simultaneous and successive) was calculated separately for different contexts

(Monolingual English, monolingual Kannada and bilingual context). Later it was

compared to find out the difference between the two groups.

c) Perecman's (Perecman, 1984) levels of code mixing and code switching:

Subject's utterances were transcribed and classified into lexical-semantic

(words and phrasal level), syntactic, morphological and phonological levels. Further

these levels of code mixing and code switching was compared between the two

groups of subjects across three different contexts.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The aims of the present study were:

• Comparison of type and extent of code mixing and code switching in

simultaneous and successive bilingual children

• Investigation into similarities and differences between code mixing and

code switching seen in simultaneous and successive bilingual children

• To describe in detail the type and level of code mixing and code

switching evidenced in simultaneous and successive bilingual children

using matrix language frame model (Myers-Scotton, 1993) and

Perecman's (Perecman, 1984) levels of code mixing and code

switching

• Comparison of effects of contexts (monolingual Kannada, monolingual

English and bilingual) on code mixing and code switching.

Subject description:

Twenty children in the age range of 4-8 yrs who being native speakers of

Kannada yet they acquired English were grouped into 2 groups (simultaneous and

successive) based on their age of language acquisition of both the languages. Subjects

who acquired English & Kannada at the same time/ simultaneously (before 3 yrs)

were considered into simultaneous bilingual children group and subjects who acquired

Kannada first and acquired English after 3 yrs were considered into successive

bilingual children group. Subjects were checked for their socio economic status and

subjects with mid/high socio economic status only were selected for the study.
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Efforts were made to control variables like age, socio economic status. All the

subjects were ruled out for any language or any sensory impairment. Ethical standards

were met for subject selection and their participation.

Data collection & Analysis:

Picture description task was carried out and subject's utterances were

transcribed using IPA. These utterances were analyzed using MLF model (Myers-

Scotton, 1993) and Perecman's (Perecman, 1984) levels of code mixing and code

switching. Wilcoxon signed rank test and Man Whitney test was carried out to find

the significance between the language proficiency across groups in different contexts.

For the sake of convenience, the result section is divided into different levels with

sub-levels as outlined below:

I. Qualitative analysis:

a) Comparison of language proficiency and code mixing & code switching.

b) Comparison of mean & S.D. across proficiency levels and across groups.

II. Quantitative analysis:

a) Comparison of MLF constituents across contexts and two groups

b) Code mixing and code switching across two groups

c) Perecman's levels of code mixing and code switching
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I) Qualitative analysis:

a) Comparison of language proficiency and code mixing & code switching:

Table 2

ISLPR scores for successive bilingual group

Language proficiency scores on ISLPR-successive bilingual children

Subjects

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Primary skills (PS)

Kannada

(PS K)

5

4

5

4

4

4

5

4

5

5

English

(PS E)

4

4

4

3

4

3

3

3

4

5

Secondary skills (SS)

Kannada

(SS K)

4

4

5

4

5

4

4

4

4

5

English

(SS E)

5

4

5

3

4

4

4

3

5

5

Legend: PS-K: Primary skill in Kannada, PS-E: Primary skill in English, SS-K:
Secondary skill in Kannada, SS-E; Secondary skill in English

Table 3

Wilcoxon signed ranks test within successive group

PS-E-

SS-E-

SS-K-

SS-E-

PS-K

SS-K

PS-K

PS-E

Z

-2.530

-.447

-1.000

-2.236

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.011*

.655

.317

.025*

*Significance at 0.05 level.
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Table 2 depicts ISLPR scores of primary and secondary skills for each child in

successive group for Kannada and English separately. Scores range between 3-5

(Minimum vocational proficiency to Native-like proficiency) in primary skills and

secondary skills in English and 4-5 (Vocational proficiency to native-like proficiency)

in primary and secondary skills in Kannada. Wilcoxon signed rank test was carried

out to find out the significant difference between primary and secondary skills and

languages within successive group. Table 3, reveal that there is significant difference

between primary skill in English (PS-E) & Kannada (PS-K) and primary skill in

English & secondary skill in English (SS-E) (p<0.05). There is no significant

difference between secondary skill in English & Kannada and primary skill in

Kannada and secondary skill in Kannada (SS-K).

The difference in speaking and listening (primary skills) in English &

Kannada and reading and writing (secondary skills) in English may de due to the

exposure and usage of English with peers, parents, teachers, formal learning of

English and medium of instruction at school. There is no difference in primary and

secondary skills in Kannada because firstly, these children were exposed to Kannada

from birth and it is their exposure to English after 3 years that makes a difference in

primary and secondary skills. Secondly, even though they learnt secondary skill in

Kannada later, the influence of native language (Kannada) helped them.

Various educational researchers (Krashen, 1976, 1981, 1982; Krashen, Long

& Scarcella, 1979) suggest that there is a distinction between unconscious language

acquisition and conscious language learning. The present study supports these

findings.
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Table 4

ISLPR scores for simultaneous bilingual children

Language proficiency scores on ISLPR-simultaneous bilingual children

Subjects

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Primary skills (PS)

Kannada

(PS K)

4

5

5

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

English

(PS E)

4

5

5

5

4

4

5

5

5

4

Secondary skills (SS)

Kannada

(SS K)

5

5

5

5

4

5

5

5

5

4

English

(SS E)

3

4

4

5

4

4

4

5

5

4

Legend: PS-K: Primary skill in Kannada, PS-E: Primary skill in English, SS-K:
Secondary skill in Kannada, SS-E; Secondary skill in English

Table 5

Wilcoxon signed ranks test within simultaneous group

PS-E-

SS-E-

SS-K-

SS-E-

PS-K

SS-K

PS-K

PS-E

Z

.000

-2.121

-1.000

-2.000

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

1.000

.034*

.317

.046*

* Significance at 0.05 level.

Table 4 depicts the ISLPR scores of primary and secondary skills for each

child in simultaneous group for Kannada and English separately. Scores ranges

between 4-5 (Vocational proficiency to native-like proficiency) in primary skills in

Kannada, English and secondary skills in Kannada and 3-5 (minimum vocational
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proficiency to native-like proficiency) in secondary skills in English. Wilcoxon signed

rank test was carried out to find out the significant difference between primary and

secondary skills and languages within simultaneous group. Table 5 reveals that there

is significant difference between secondary skill in English & Kannada and primary

skill & secondary skills in English (p<0.05). There is no significant difference in

primary skills in English & Kannada and primary & secondary skills in Kannada.

There is no difference in speaking and listening (primary skills) in Kannada

and English because the children in this simultaneous group are exposed to both the

languages from birth and they were using these languages from birth but there is a

difference in secondary skills in English and Kannada as these children learnt reading

and writing once they enter the school/ formal education unlike speaking and

listening.

Various educational researchers (Krashen, 1976, 1981, 1982; Krashen, Long

& Scarcella, 1979) suggest that there is a distinction between unconscious language

acquisition and conscious language learning.

Table 6

Mann- Whitney Test across two types

PS-K
PS-E
SS-K
SS-E

Z
-.438

-2.690
-2.190
-.083

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
.661

.007*
.028*
.934

Significance at 0.05 level
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Table 6 shows the results of Mann-Whitney test across both the groups. It

reveals that there is significant difference in the primary skills in English and

secondary skills in Kannada across both the groups (p<0.05). There is no significant

difference in primary skills in Kannada and secondary skills in English across the

groups. This may be due to the formal education of reading and writing unlike

speaking & listening which do not require any formal training.

Educational and linguistic theorists (Cummins, 1980; Krashen, 1976, 1981,

1982; & Krashen et al., 1979) suggest that in the case of Hispanic English language

learners, these students may become quite proficient in the grammar, vocabulary and

sentence structure of the English language. In other words, these students may be

proficient in their English communication skills but might not have the cognitive

academic language proficiency (CALP) required for learning science or other

academic subject matter.
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b) Comparison of mean & S.D. across proficiency levels and across groups:

Table 7

Comparison of mean & S.D of two groups

across proficiency levels of Kannada & English

TYPE

Simultaneous

Successive

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

P S K

10

4.6000

.5164

10

4.5000

.5270

P S E

10

4.6000

.5164

10

3.7000

.6749

S S K

10

4.8000

.4216

10

4.3000

.4830

S S E

10

4.2000

.6325

10

4.2000

.7888

Legend: PS-K: Primary skill in Kannada, PS-E: Primary skill in English, SS-K:
Secondary skill in Kannada, SS-E; Secondary skill in English

Table 7 shows the calculated mean and standard deviation across the groups

and across primary and secondary skills. It reveals that there is a significant decline in

the mean in primary skills in English and secondary skill in Kannada of successive

group when compared to simultaneous group. This clearly shows that speaking and

listening skills in English are more dominant in simultaneous group than successive

group and decreased trend in reading and writing in Kannada is due to less practice of

reading and writing in Kannada than English at school or home. But reading and

writing in English in simultaneous group is in consonance with successive group as

children tend to start it once they enter formal education at school. The scores of

primary skills in both the languages are analogous since their mother tongue is

Kannada for both the groups.
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V

Canale, (1981) and Cummins, (1981 & 1991) concluded in their study that

English language proficiency is presumed to be one important contributor to the

unexplained variance of the differences in academic achievement between Hispanic

English language learners and native English language speaking students.

Figure 1: Comparison of skills and languages

across proficiency levels.

Skills & Language

Legend: PS-K: Primary skill in Kannada, PS-E: Primary skill in English, SS-K:
Secondary skill in Kannada, SS-E; Secondary skill in English

Mean proficiency skills with respect to primary and secondary skills are

calculated for Kannada and English across simultaneous and successive group.

Figure 1, depicts that all the skills are better in simultaneous group than successive

group except secondary skills in English which is in consonance with successive

group. So, children who acquire English and Kannada simultaneously may be

superior in their proficiency levels (both primary and secondary skills) than those

children who acquire both these languages successively. In simultaneous group,

superior language proficiency than successive group could probably be helpful in

their performance of academic skills.
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According to Cummins (1982), high order English language proficiency or

cognitive academic language proficiency enables the student to learn in a context,

which relies heavily on oral explanation of abstract or de- contextualized ideas. The

findings of the present study support this study.

II. Quantitative analysis:

a) Comparison of MLF constituents across contexts and two groups:

Table 8

Subjects exhibiting code switching and code mixing

Code

switch

ML

Islands

English

ML

Islands

Kannada

EL

Islands

EL

Insertion

ML+EL

constitue

nt

ML shift

&

Revision

Borrowe

d forms

Monolingual Kannada

context

Simultaneo

us

1/10

10/10

0/10

7/10

10/10

4/10

10/10

Successi

ve

1/10

10/10

1/10

9/10

10/10

0/10

10/10

Monolingual English

context

Simultaneo

us

10/10

0/10

0/10

4/10

3/10

0/10

0/10

Successi

ve

10/10

1/10

2/10

5/10

5/10

3/10

5/10

Bilingual context

Simultaneo

us

2/10

8/10

1/10

5/10

8/10

2/10

10/10

Successi

ve

1/10

9/10

1/10

6/10

7/10

1/10

9/10
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Table 8 represents number of subjects exhibiting code switching and code

mixing classified according to MLF model (Myers-Scotton, 1993). The different

parameters like ML Islands English, Kannada, ML Shifts etc. taken separately are

discussed with respect to simultaneous and simultaneous group across different types

in the following sections.

1) ML Islands:

Matrix language islands (ML Islands) are constituents entirely of ML

morphemes. They must follow the grammatical structure of a particular language

(Myers-Scotton, 1993) that is ML islands are constituents with morphemes solely

from the ML and they are well formed according to the ML grammar.

Figure 2: Number of subjects exhibiting code mixing and switching,

(ML Islands-English) in different contexts.

ML Islands - English

Legend: Mono-K: Monolingual Kannada context, Mono-E: Monolingual English
context, BI-Bilingual context

Table 8 shows the number of subjects exhibiting code mixing and switching,

in different contexts. ML islands were in the language established by the interlocutor

in monolingual English context in all the children (see Table 8) in both simultaneous

and successive group. It shows that both simultaneous and successive group exhibited
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code mixing in monolingual Kannada context i.e. one child out of 10 children in both

the groups but in bilingual context, 2/10 in simultaneous and 1/10 in successive group

(see Table 8) exhibited code mixing. The results reveal that both Kannada & English

are equally dominant in simultaneous group than successive group. Figure 2 show the

graphical representation of number of subjects exhibiting code mixing and switching,

(ML Islands-English) in different contexts across both the groups

Chervala Nirmala (1981, 1982) examined Telugu-Hindi bilingual child's data

on language mixing from 3 years that is from the time the child was first exposed to

the second language, Hindi. The results showed that language mixing is not same for

co-ordinate and compound bilingual children. For compound bilingual children,

language mixing is found in both the languages to which the children are exposed to.

But for a child learning a second language after a fair mastery over the first

(coordinate bilingual) language, mixing is not mutual.

Figure 3: Number of subjects exhibiting code mixing and switching,

(ML Islands-Kannada) in different contexts.

Legend: Mono-K: Monolingual Kannada context, Mono-E: Monolingual English
context, BI-Bilingual context
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Table 8 shows the number of subjects exhibiting code mixing and switching, in

different contexts. ML islands were in the language established by the interlocutor in

monolingual Kannada context in all the children (see Table 8) in both simultaneous

and successive group. In monolingual English context, one child in successive group

mixed Kannada lexeme into English, which was not found in simultaneous group. In

bilingual context, 9/10 in successive group spoke in Kannada and 8/10 in

simultaneous group. Figure 3 show the graphical representation of number of subjects

exhibiting code mixing and switching, (ML Islands-Kannada) in different contexts

across both the groups.

2) EL Islands:

Embedded language islands are formed when syntactic procedures of

embedded language are activated and these of matrix language are inhibited.

Figure 4: Number of subjects exhibiting code mixing and switching,

(EL Islands) in different contexts.

Legend: Mono-K: Monolingual Kannada context, Mono-E: Monolingual English
context, BI-Bilingual context
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EL islands were present in all the contexts for successive/sequential group

(1/10 in monolingual Kannada, 2/10 in monolingual English and 1/10 in bilingual

context - See Table 8) whereas in simultaneous group, it is absent in monolingual

Kannada & English contexts and 1/10 subject exhibited in bilingual children. The

instances of EL islands in the utterances was more in monolingual English context for

successive group which may be due to limited vocabulary in English or lexical

retrieval problem or easy accessibility in English at that moment.

Boeschoten, H.E & Verhoeven, L.T (1987) examined Dutch language use in

Turkish discourse in bilingual children and gave few reasons for language mixing.

They are limited vocabulary, and to fill lexical gaps, borrowing from the second

language, secondly the child may not have learned a word in his/her first language

and thirdly the word in the second language may be more easily available at that

moment. The present study supports these findings.

Thirumalai and Shyamala Chengappa,(1986) concluded that code mixing is

due to interference from the other language and interference from one's own

inadequate or incomplete learning of a single language. The present study supports

these findings.
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3) EL insertion:

When multiple EL lexemes demonstrating no syntactic structure are inserted

into the syntactic frame of any number of ML it is called EL insertion.

Figure 5: Number of subjects exhibiting code mixing and switching, (EL

Insertion) in different contexts.

Legend: Mono-K: Monolingual Kannada context, Mono-E: Monolingual English
context, BI-Bilingual context

From the graph, it is clear that EL insertion is more evident in successive

group in all contexts (9/10 in monolingual Kannada, 5/10 in monolingual English and

6/10 in bilingual context) than simultaneous group (7/10 in monolingual Kannada,

5/10 in monolingual English and 6/10 in bilingual context). It is evident that

successive group is still in learning phase when compared to simultaneous group, who

acquired grammatical rules from birth.

4) ML + EL constituents:

ML+EL are constituents where embedded language lexemes are inserted into

the syntactic structure of matrix language. They follow the syntactic rules of the

matrix language and the content morphemes can be form the EL.
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Figure 6: Number of subjects exhibiting code mixing and switching (ML + EL

constituents) in different contexts.

ML+EL Constituent

Legend: Mono-K: Monolingual Kannada context, Mono-E: Monolingual English
context, BI-Bilingual context

ML+EL constituents were produced by all ten children in simultaneous and

successive in monolingual Kannada context and 3/10 and 5/10 in monolingual

English in simultaneous and sequential respectively. In bilingual context, 8/10 and

7/10 produced them in simultaneous and successive group respectively.

5) ML shifts & Revisions:

ML shift is change in the matrix language in consecutive utterances of clausal

structure preceded by a pause of two or more seconds or change in pitch. Thus it

represents change from one language to another. It represents code switching as it

indicates shift of languages.

Revisions include lexical insertion that does not contribute to the meaning of the

utterance such as speech errors.
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Figure 7: Number of subjects exhibiting code mixing and switching, (ML Shifts &

Revisions) in different contexts

Legend: Mono-K: Monolingual Kannada context, Mono-E: Monolingual English
context, BI-Bilingual context

ML shifts and revisions are seen in monolingual Kannada context (4/10) and

bilingual contexts (2/10) and absent in monolingual English contexts in simultaneous

group. Whereas, it is absent in monolingual Kannada context and present in

monolingual English (3/10) and bilingual contexts (1/10) in successive group. When

compared to code mixing, code switching is less prevalent in these two groups of

children.

McClure and Wentz (1975) showed that children's code switching is related to

situation, role and style, exactly as it is with adults; however, no single parameter

seems to be capable of predicting code choice consistently. He cited that although

roles governing language-mixing are supposed to be much more variable during

acquisition than are rules of grammar.
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6) Borrowed forms:

Borrowed forms are lexemes from one language integrated into the morpho-

phonological system of the second language.

Figure 8: Number of subjects exhibiting code mixing and switching

(Borrowed forms) in different contexts.

Borrowed Forms

Legend: Mono-K: Monolingual Kannada context, Mono-E: Monolingual English
context, BI-Bilingual context

It is evident that it is present in all the contexts in successive group (10/10 in

monolingual Kannada, 5/10 in monolingual English and 9/10 in bilingual contexts).

But in simultaneous group, all the children (10/10) exhibited it in monolingual

Kannada and bilingual contexts while it is absent in monolingual English context.
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b) Code mixing and code switching across two groups:

Table 9

Number of code mixing and code switching behavior

with respect to each child in simultaneous bilingual group

Subjects

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Code mixing

Monolingual

English

context

1

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

Monolingual

Kannada

context

2

6

12

6

6

3

3

2

2

7

Bilingual

context

5

3

7

9

7

3

3

0

2

5

Code switching

Monolingual

English

context

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Monolingual

Kannada

context

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Bilingual

context

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Table 10

Number of code mixing and code switching behavior

with respect to each child in successive bilingual group.

Subject

s

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Code mixing

Monolingu

al English

context

0

2

2

1

3

1

3

0

1

0

Monolingu

al Kannada

context

8

4

5

5

10

6

2

5

5

7

Bilingua

1

context

9

5

7

5

9

9

4

6

3

0

Code switching

Monolingu

al English

context

0

1

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

Monolingu

al Kannada

context

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Bilingua

1

context

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Number of code mixing and code switching for each child in successive and

simultaneous group across different contexts are disclosed in the table 9 & 10

respectively. It is clear that code mixing is more than code switching and mixing is

more evident in monolingual Kannada context. The results disclose that children tend

to mix English lexemes into Kannada more than mixing Kannada lexemes into

English. This would be due to dominancy of English over Kannada and children tend

to communicate in English with their peers, parents and at school than Kannada.

Chervela Nirmala (1981, 82) examined Telugu-Hindi bilingual child's data on

language mixing from 3 years that is, from the time the child was first exposed to the

second language, Hindi. The child mixed Telugu while speaking Hindi but the
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interference of Telugu with Hindi while speaking Hindi was negligible. The author

cited language dominance in Hindi to be a major factor. Besides language dominance,

the use of mixed language alone while attempting to speak Telugu could be due to the

awareness that the child would not have been able to communicate if she mixed

Telugu with Hindi while speaking with her peer group and other neighbors who had

absolutely no knowledge of Telugu.

Shyamala and Thirumalai (1986) identified that code mixing results from

inadequate mastery and the occurrence of code switching presupposes the conscious

separation of the two languages of exposure.

Table 11

Total number of code mixing and code switching

with respect to different contexts for both the groups.

Code

mixing

Code

switchin

g

Simultaneous group

Monolingu

al English

context

6

0

Monolingu

al Kannada

context

49

1

Bilingu

al

context

44

1

Successive group

Monolingu

al English

context

13

4

Monolingu

al Kannada

context

57

0

Bilingu

al

context

57

0
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Figure 9: Code mixing and code switching

across contexts in simultaneous group

Type - Simultaneous

Legend: Mono-K: Monolingual Kannada context, Mono-E: Monolingual English
context, BI-Bilingual context

Figure 10: Code mixing and code switching

across contexts in successive group.

Type - Successive

Legend: Mono-K: Monolingual Kannada context, Mono-E: Monolingual English
context, BI-Bilingual context

Table 11 shows the average value of code mixing and code switching across

contexts are calculated for simultaneous and successive group. It shows that code

mixing and code switching are more prevalent in successive than simultaneous group.
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Within code mixing, monolingual Kannada context has the highest value of mixing

which is followed by bilingual context and then monolingual English context. Within

code switching, monolingual English has the maximum value. Overall it clearly

represents that children who acquire two languages successively will end up in high

rate of code mixing due to unequal mastery of two languages, thus supporting

Thirumalai and Shyamala Chengappa (1986).

In simultaneous acquisition, children master both the languages equally due to

their early exposure. Both the languages are equally dominant in simultaneous than in

successive group. In successive bilingual, dominant language (English in this present

study) interfered with non-dominant language (Kannada) and thus resulted in high

rate of code mixing of English in Kannada and Bilingual contexts.

Chervela Nirmala (1981, 82) examined Telugu-Hindi bilingual child's data on

language mixing from 3 years that is from the time the child was first exposed to the

second language, Hindi. The results showed that language mixing was not the same

for co-ordinate and compound bilingual children. For compound bilingual children,

language mixing is found in both the languages to which the children are exposed to.

But for a child learning a second language after a fair mastery over the first (co-

ordinate bilingual) language, mixing is not mutual. The dominant language (Hindi in

the case under study) interfered at all levels with the child's first language (Telugu)

and the unconscious effort of the child to retain the first language resulted in language

mixing only when the child spoke Telugu. The present study supports these findings.
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C) Perecman's level of code mixing:

Table 12

Comparison ofPerecman 's level of code mixing

across contexts and two groups.

Lexical-

semantic

a) word level

b) Phrase level

Syntactic level

Phonological

level

Morphological

level

Simultaneous

Mono

lingual

English

4/10

0/10

1/10

0/10

1/10

Mono

lingual

Kannada

10/10

4/10

0/10

0/10

0/10

Bilingual

context

9/10

2/10

0/10

0/10

5/10

Successive

Mono

lingual

English

5/10

3/10

1/10

0/10

0/10

Mono

lingual

Kannada

8/10

0/10

0/10

0/10

0/10

Bilingual

Context

7/10

1/10

0/10

0/10

4/10

Table 12, shows that lexical-semantic level is more prominent which is

followed by morphological level and syntactic level in both the groups. Irrespective of

the two groups, within lexical-semantic level, word level (9/10, 4/10 and 10/10 in

bilingual context, monolingual English context and monolingual Kannada contexts

respectively in simultaneous and 7/10, 5/10 and 8/10 in bilingual context,

monolingual English and monolingual Kannada contexts respectively in successive

group) are more evident than phrase level. There is no morphological level of code
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mixing in this study. In this study, an attempt to compare age and levels of code

mixing was not made. Studies carried out on this same line would give more insight

on the interaction between levels of code mixing and age. Levels of code mixing is

more evident in simultaneous group than successive group which is probably due to

early acquisition of grammatical levels and rules of language in simultaneous group

while successive group is probably still in learning phase.

Nirmala Chervala (1981,82) examined Telugu-Hindi bilingual child's data on

language mixing from 3 years that is from the time the child was first exposed to the

second language, Hindi. She concluded in her study that lexical level of mixing is

more evident when the child was less than 3 years and till 6 years, syntactic and

morphological levels was prevalent and above 6 years, code mixing was absent. The

findings of the present study agree with this.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study intended at comparing code mixing and code switching behavior

across simultaneous and successive bilingual children. Though many studies have

targeted code mixing and code switching in normal bilingual children in western

context, studies on comparing simultaneous and successive bilingual children are only

a few. There is a dearth in the literature in the study of code mixing and code

switching in bilingual children in Indian context.

Hence the aims of study were to compare the type and extent of code mixing

and code switching in simultaneous and successive bilingual children, investigate

similarities and differences between code mixing and code switching noticed in

simultaneous and successive bilingual children. The effects of code mixing and code

switching were looked into.

Twenty children in the age range of 4-8 yrs who were native speakers of

Kannada and later acquired English were grouped into 2 groups (simultaneous and

successive) based on their age of language acquisition of the two languages.

Questionnaire regarding exposure to language was used to identify simultaneous and

successive bilinguals. Socio economic status was checked using SES scale given by

Venketasan, 2004. International second language proficiency rating scale (ISLPR,

Ingram, 1985) was administered to check the language proficiency of the subjects

further into the proficiency of primary (speaking and listening) and secondary skills
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(reading and writing). Language proficiency was compared across and within the two

groups.

A picture description task was carried out to examine code switched and

mixed utterances. Subject's utterances were transcribed and subjected to detailed

analysis. The analyses were based on the overall guidelines of matrix language

framework (MLF, Myers-Scotton 1993) and description of level of code switching

and code mixing (Perecman, 1984).

> The results obtained from proficiency levels (primary and secondary

skills) revealed that higher proficiency was indicated in primary and

secondary skills in simultaneous when compared to the successive

group. This proficiency may probably be helpful to perform better in

their academic performance.

> When comparing the total number of code mixing and code switching

across the two groups in different contexts, they were more prominent

in successive group than simultaneous group. This could be probably

due to unequal mastery of two languages in successive group. Children

tend to mix English lexemes into Kannada which could be possibly

due to limited vocabulary and easy availability of English words at that

moment.

> ML Islands (Kannada and English) are more obvious in successive

group than in simultaneous group in almost all the contexts except in

bilingual context, where simultaneous group has exhibited more ML

Islands-Kannada.
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> EL Islands which depict the true code mixing behaviour is more

marked in successive group in all contexts than in simultaneous group.

> EL insertion was present in higher rates in successive bilingual

children than simultaneous bilingual group. It could be possibly that

successive group is still in learning phase when compared to

simultaneous group, who acquired grammatical rules early.

> The presence of ML shifts is less when compared to other constituents.

When compared to code mixing, code switching is less prevalent in

these two groups of children. This could be probably due to limited

variation in communication partners and in topics.

From the above mentioned results, it is clear that code mixing and code

switching are more prevalent in successive group than simultaneous which could be

probably due to unequal mastery of languages. Insertion of English lexemes into

Kannada are more than those of Kannada lexemes into English which could be

possibly due to increased usage and exposure to English at school, home and even

with peers.

> In Perecman's (Perecman, 1984) levels of code mixing, it is clear that

lexical-semantic mixing is higher in order which is followed by

morphological and syntactic level of mixing. Levels of code mixing is

more evident in simultaneous group than successive group which is

probably due to early acquisition of grammatical levels and rules of

language in simultaneous group while successive group is probably

still in learning phase.
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Inferences could be drawn from these above mentioned results and could be

concluded that code mixing and code switching are not abnormal phenomena, and

could be recommended for children with language inadequacies. This could perhaps

decrease their pressures/ demands to communicate in this demanding bilingual society

in India. It would be interesting to study these in language disordered group.

Limitations:

> Only limited number of subjects was taken.

> Comparison of age with code mixed and code switched utterances was

not made

Future suggestions for research:

> Large group of subjects can be taken and compared between

simultaneous and successive bilingual children.

> Comparison of code mixed and code switched utterances with age can

be made.

> Similar study can be carried out in other Indian languages

> Similar study may be attempted with cross linguistic comparison

> Similar study may be attempted in different language impaired groups

as Mental retardation, Autistic, Specific language impairment and

learning disability etc.
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Appendix 1-Questionnaire

Child's name:

Age/sex:

Class:

Date of birth:

Mother tongue:

Mother's language:

Father's language:

Caretaker's language:

Neighbor's language:

With whom will the child spend more time?

Languages known by the child (Rate it in the order of proficiency for e.g. most

proficient to least proficient): 1. 2. 3. 4.

How many languages does the child know before joining the school?

After joining the school:

Does your child mix two languages and speak? If so, which two languages?

1. 2.

Siblings (How many brothers/sisters):

Parent's education: Father's Mother's

Speech and motor development:

- First word: Months/years

- First sentence: years

- Walking: years

Family history of any speech and language related problems:

Medical history:

Address and Phone number:
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Appendix 2

1.Pooled monthly income

2.Highest education

3.Occupation

4.Property

I II III IV V

5. Status of ration card:
1. White card
2. Pink card
3. Yellow card
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Appendix 3

INTERNATIONAL SECOND LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY RATING
(ISLPR)

SPEAKING

S: 0 Zero
Proficiency

Unable to
function in the
language.

S: 0 + Initial
proficiency

Able to operate
only in a very
limited capacity
within very
predictable areas
of need.

S: 1 Elementary
proficiency

Able to satisfy
basic survival
needs and
minimum courtesy
needs.

LISTENING
L: 0 Zero
proficiency

Unable to
comprehend the
spoken language.

L: 0 + Initial
proficiency

Able to
comprehend only a
very restricted
range of simple
utterances within
the most
predictable areas
of need and only in
face to face
situations with
people used to
dealing with non-
native speakers.
L: 1 Elementary
proficiency

Able to
comprehend
readily only
utterances which
are thoroughly
familiar or are
predictable within
the areas of
immediate survival
needs.

WRITING
W: 0 Zero
proficiency

Unable to
function in the
written language.

W: 0 + Initial
proficiency

Able to write
clearly a limited
number of words
or short formulae
pertinent to the
most predictable
areas of everyday
needs.

W: 1 Elementary
proficiency

Able to write
with reasonable
accuracy short
words and brief
familiar utterances.

READING
R: 0 Zero
proficiency
Unable to

comprehend the
written language.

R: 0 + Initial
proficiency

Able to read only
a limited range of
essential sight
words and short
sentences whose
forms have been
memorized in
response to
immediate needs.

R: 1 Elementary
proficiency

Able to read short
simple sentences
and short
instructions.
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S: 1 Minimum
survival
proficiency

Able to satisfy
survival basic
needs and
minimum courtesy
requirements.

S: 2 Minimum
social proficiency

Able to satisfy
routine social
demands and
limited work
requirements.

S: 3 Minimum
vocational
proficiency

Able to speak the
language with
sufficient structural
accuracy and
vocabulary to
participate
effectively in most
formal and
informal
conversations on
practice, social and
vocational topics.

L: 1 Minimum
survival
proficiency

Able to
comprehend
enough to meet
basic survival
needs.

L: 2 Minimum
social proficiency

Able to
understand in
routine social and
limited work
situations.

L: 3 Minimum
vocational
proficiency

Able to
comprehend
sufficiently readily
to be able to
participate
effectively in most
formal and
informal
conversations with
native speakers on
social topics and
on those
vocational topics
relevant to own
interest and
experience.

W: 1 Minimum
survival
proficiency
Able to satisfy

basic survival
needs.

W: 2 Minimum
social proficiency

Able to satisfy
routine social
demands and
limited work
requirements.

W: 3 Minimum
vocational
proficiency

Able to write
with sufficient
accuracy in
structures and
spelling to meet all
social needs and
basic work needs.

R: 1 Minimum
survival proficiency

Able to read
personal and place
names, street signs,
office or shop
designations,
numbers, isolated
words and phrases
and short
sentences.
R: 2 Minimum
social proficiency

Able to read
simple prose, in a
form equivalent to
typescript or
printing, on
subjects within a
familiar context.
R: 3 Minimum
vocational
proficiency

Able to read
standard
newspaper items
addressed to the
general reader,
routine
correspondence,
reports and
technical materials
in his special field
and other everyday
materials (e.g. best
selling novels and
similar recreational
literature).
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S: 4 Vocational
proficiency

Able to use the
language fluently
and accurately on
all levels normally
pertinent to
personal, social,
academic or
vocational needs.

S: 5 Native like
proficiency

Speaking
proficiency
equivalent to that
of a native speaker
of the same socio-
cultural variety.

L: 4 Vocational
proficiency

Can comprehend
easily and
accurately in all
personal and social
contexts and in all
academic or
vocational contexts
relevant to own
experience.
L: 5 Native like
proficiency

Listening
proficiency
equivalent to that
of a native speaker
of the same socio-
cultural variety.

W: 4 Vocational
proficiency

Able to write
fluently and
accurately on all
levels normally
pertinent to
personal, social,
academic or
vocational needs.

W: 5 Native like
proficiency

Writing
proficiency
equivalent to that
of a native speaker
of the same socio-
cultural variety.

R: 4 Vocational
proficiency

Able to read all
styles and forms of
the language
pertinent to
personal,
vocational, social,
academic or
vocational needs.

R: 5 Native like
proficiency

Reading
proficiency
equivalent to that
of a native speaker
of the same socio-
cultural variety.

Primary skills: Speaking and listening

Secondary skills: Reading and writing
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Appendix 5

Definition of MLF model constituents adopted from Myers-Scotton (1992) and

modified by Munoz et al (1999).

Constituents

ML Islands

ML shifts

EL Islands

ML+EL

Borrowed

forms

EL Insertions

Revisions

Definitions

Well formed constituent consisting entirely of ML morphemes

demonstrating syntactic structure of ML

Change in ML in consecutive utterances or clausal structure

Well formed constituent consisting of atleast 2 EL morphemes

showing syntactic structure of EL which has been inserted into ML

A single EL lexeme inserted into the syntactic frame of any number

of ML morphemes

A lexeme from one language incorporated into morpho syntactic

structure of the second language and is widely accepted by the mono

linguistic speaker of that language.

Multiple EL lexemes demonstrating no syntactic structure inserted

into the syntactic frame of any number of ML morphemes.

Lexical insertions that do not contribute to the meaning of the

utterance including speech errors, restatements, circumlocutions &

are indicators of word finding problems.

Key: ML- Matrix language, EL- Embedded language.
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